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MR. DAVID DIETZ
Science Editor of the Cleveland Press 'and Author of
"The Atomic Energy and the Coming Era"
and

.

' .

..

RABBI BARNETT R. BRICKNERwill discuss

The Atomic Bomb and the Future of War--of Plogless---of Mankind--As Science Sees It---As Religion Sees It
What policy should the United States pursue? Should we share the secret
with the United Nations? Would pUblishing, th;e secret of the Qomb put an
end to the armament race?
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Assisting with the Torah: Mark Barris and Samuel Winograd.

SaMaI.h MOIUfbu; SII!U,JJce
In the Chapel,from 11 A. M. to 12 Noon
RABBI BRICKNER WILL PREACH
Sedrah: "Vayera ...· GenesIs 18.1 - 22.4

Vol. XXV

H'aftorah: II Kings 4.1 - 37

Cleveland. October 26. 1945-Heshvan 20. 5706
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THE CONGREGATION HAS BECOME
. SO LARGE (1640 families, "Ken Yirbu") that it is next to impossible for
the Rabbi to know where a call from
him would be appreciated. You will
render a real service if you will notify
him or his secretary, Miss Vivian Weiss,
CEdar 0862, of cases of illness in the
families of the congregation, or where
there is a significant anniversary.
Though the Rabbi is an unusually busy
perSOR, with a tremendous number of
local and national demands, he and his
wife nevertheless find time to visit when
they are notified.
RABBI ARTHUR LEL YVELD, of
New York, addressed the High School
Department last Sunday morning.
ENROLLLMENT IN THE HIGH
SCHOOL DEPARTMENT now stands
at 111 and the total enrollment of the
Religious School at 913. The Special
Hebrew Department has 138 pupils while
the Club Department which had an attendance of 172 during its first week of
meetings expects a considerable increase.
THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION CULTURAL GROUPS started last week with
with an attendance of more than 60
young people.
A discussion group with Mr. Leichtman meets every first and third Tuesday of the month in the Library. The
Choral Group under the direction of Mr.
Erwin Jospe meets every Wednesday
evening in the parlor. A second discussion group will meet Friday evenings
immediately after the service. The meeting days of the Hebrew group will be
announced.

HONORED!
Eunice Podis, a 1936 confirmand,
is the winner of the National Federation of Music Club Award, $1,000 cash
prize and appeared on the General Motors program over the N. B. C. networks.
Her future engagements include apOrchestra, Chautauqua Music School,
Jlearances with the Chicago Symphony
and recitals in Omaha, Baltimore, Portland, Maine and various cities in Ohio
Illns a date scheduled for Town Hall,
NelV York.
Another Temple-ite, Sonja Monosoff,
has 1V0n the Louis Persinger fellowship
ill violin in the Graduate Department of
the Julliard School of Music, New York.
1\1 iss Monosoff received her musical
education at the Cleveland Institute of
Music and was concertmaster not only
al. Heights High School but also with
the Cleveland Philharmonic Orchestra.
Miss Monosoff is a confirmand of our
Tt!JlIJlle and graduated from our threeday-a-week Hebrew School.
Carole Lasher, an eighth grade student in our Religious School recently
won the title of "Quiz Kid" in a cityw ide contest. Thirteen year old Carole
also won the Press Spelling contest in
the s llring. She was on a nation-wide
Quiz Kid broadcast Sunday night, Ocloher 4. Nice going, Carole.
We also take pride in the achieyement
of four of our confirmands and graduates of our High School Department
who are on their way up in the Rabhinate.
Rabbi Bernard Starkoff has just been
elected Rabbi of Ohev Sholom Temple
in Norfolk, Virginia.
Sanford Rosen, a senior at Hebrew
lInion College has been appointed acting Rabbi of B'nai Zion Congregation
ill Shreveport, Louisiana.
Robert Raab and Benno Wallach, also
s tudents at the Hebrew Union College,
occupied the pulpits of Jackson, Tenn.,
and Mansfield, Ohio respectively, for the
High Holy Days.
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DIETZ BOOK ON ATOMIC ENERGY
David Dietz, science editor of the
Scripps-Howard Newspapers and one of
the world's foremost popularizers of
sc~ence has just completed a book entitled "Atomic Energy and the Coming
Era."
In it, Mr. Dietz discusses the
atomic bomb that ended the war, with
Japan, th,e scientific researches that led
up to it and their meaning for the future
of America and the world.
Mr. Dietz has been following the researches in the field of atomic structure
and the release of atomic energy for
more than 25 years. His first article 011
atom -smashing appeared in 1919 and resulted from an interview with the late
Sir Oliver Lodge. In 1921 he wrote his
lirst interview with Prof. Einstein and
in 1923, while in Europe, he interviewed
Lord Rutherford, the great pioneer ill
atom-smashing.
Born in Cleveland October 6, 1897,
Mr. Dietz received his B. A. degree frolll
Western Reserve University in 1919 and
carried on postgraduate study in biology
and physics there and in astronomy at
Case School of Applied Science.
We are proud too of the fact that Mr.
Dietz is a member of our Board of Trustees and active in Temple activities for
many years. He was confirmed here as
were also hs two daughters. We take
this opportunity of congratulating him
on the appearance of his new book which
deserves and undoubtedly wiII have a
wide circulation.
In 1921 Mr. Dietz assumed his present
110st of science editor of the ScrippsHoward newspapers. In 192'3 he was
sent to Liverpool to report the meeting
of the British Association for the
Advancement of Science and to visit
France. As a result of this trip, Mr.
Dietz was elected a fellow of the Royal
Astronomical Society of Great Britain
and a member of the Societe Astronomique de France. He is also a member
of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science, the Ohio Academy of Science and the American Astronomical Society.

"The Story of Science," Mr. Dietz's
fit·st l book was published in 1931 and his
second book, "Medical Magic" in 1938.
In 1937 he won the Pulitzer Prize in
Journalism, the most c,oveted honor in
the newspaper world. Mr. Dietz is widely
known not only as an editor and author
but as a lecturer as well. Mr. Dietz
combines a brilliant and non-technical
style of writing with a fund of information that is as authoritative as it is
broad.
THE JUNIOR ALUMNI at its Inaugural Dinner-Dance installed Lilly
Kramer as President; David Shaber as
Vice-President; Carolyn Cort as Recording Secretary; Annette Weiss as
Corresponding Secretary; and Irving
Gray as Treasurer. Edith Merlin, Audrey Parnes, Richard Porus, Cyvia Cort,
Gloria Werner, Annette Matyas, Bert
Dragin and Joanne Gomberg are memb~rs of the Junior Alumni Board.
GLASS 4B had 100% attendance on
that very rainy Sunday of October 14.
COURSES FOR ADULTS SPONSORED
BY BUREAU
The Institute of Jewish Studies, a
school for young people and adults is
announced by the Bureau of Jewish Education and the Cleveland Hebrew
Schools. Sessions will be held at the
Friedland EduC!3tion Center, 105iH East
Boulevard.
Elementary Hebrew is offered Tuesday and Wednesday evenings 7 :30 to
8 :30 P. M.; conversational Hebrew and
Grammar on Thursday evenings 7 :30' to
8 :30; advanced courses on Sunday 2:30
to 4 :30 P. M. and Tuesdays from 10 to
12 I A . M:
Courses In Jewish History, Literature,
IJewish Law and Customs, Yiddish,
Classroom Management, Bible, and Palestine, are in the process of organization. The day and the hour of the courses
may be changed to suit the convenience
of those wishing to take them. Courses
are free.
. Here is a fine opportunity to acquire
a knowledge of our language and history. For further details call Mr. Schub,
CEdar 3376.,
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YOUR FAMILY AND MINE
Respect for Children
-G~owing up is" a process of moving
from the helplessness of infancy to
greater and greater independence . and
self-reliance. It is slow and full of uncertainties, but the most natural thing
in the world and it can be thoroughly
enjoyable. One important fact about this
process is that its success or failurethe child's s uccess or failure-usually
depends to a large extent upon someone
else, the mother and father.
The well-cared-for child knows and
feels that he and his doings are important in the eyes of his parents. He feels
wanted, though not indulged nor imprisoned with affection. Routine and discipline are a 'part of his life, and not
usually a very unpleasant part if there
are also fun and good times in which
the mother and father share. He probably won't mind too much having his
father tell him to clean up his room
and go to bed at . 8, when his best friend
stays .up until 9, if he knows that his
father is also the kind of a man who
may take him to a ball game next week.
The child's most damaging experience
may be simply fears, with or \l'ithout,
foundation, which seem trivial or unimportant to his elders-fear of being left,
fear of being displaced by a new brother or sister, fear of oompetition, and
fear of not being liked. Fear, caused by
the never-ending succession of new experience.s and demands on the growing
child, always needs careful and patient
handling.
The growing child needs the warmth
and dev'o ted. interest of his parents ' in
order that he may more nearly measure
up to the demands of parenthood some
day himself.
OUR APOLOGIES to Sydney Deutsch
whose name wa,s inadvertently omitted
from the list of ushers who senred on
the High Holy Days.
IN MEMORIAM
Our heartfelt sympathy is extended to
the bereaved family of Oscar A. Drucker.

DR. STEINBERG WRITES A GUIDE
FOR JEWISH LIVING
RABBI MILTON STEINBERG again
proves himself one of America's great
scholars of Jewish affairs in his new
book, A PARTISAN GUIDE TO THE
JEWISH PROBLEM. The author approaches his subject with an 'uJiderstanding reverence and clarity which cannot
help but illumine for . the reader the
many paths leading to the future of
American Jewry. These paths, as represented by the dominant poi~ts of view
now extant in the Jewish community
in the United States, ' are treated by
Habbi Steinberg on a factual basis that
almost belies the title of the book.
.
The two chapters on anti-Semitism
attempt to analyze the present situation in the light of the "problems's"
historical background. Rab1>i Steinberg
displays a familiarity with anti-Semitism in all its aspects, both ' historical
and contemporary, that gives the reader
the privilege of exploring the darkest
rc(',esses of this world plague with the
aid of an authority, whose most endearing characteristic is simpliCity. These
chapters alone could suffice as a reason
ror the book's publication . .
. The book is really three books in
one. In addition to anti-Semitism, it
takes up, and in some instances tears
:tllart the intricate network of Jewish
organizations, and ends with the most
(:oncdse, unemotional and therefore most
clTective plea for Zionism the writer has
ever read.
Mlton Steinberg has written a guide
for Jewish living, as well as a documentation of a centuries' old problem.
-Reviewed by Roy Blumenthal.
CONGRATULATIONS TO: Mr. and
Mrs. Wm. S_ Zucke~ on their 30th wedding anniversary.
The Hebrew Institute of Technology
in Haifa has been approved by the
United States Veteran's Administration for t he education . and training of
American veterans under the G. I. Bill
of Rights.
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"JUST CALL ME MISTER"
Our sincere thanks naturally go out to all the men and women who so proudly
served-and to those who still serve-in the armed forces.. Now it is our sincere
pleas ur'e to say welcome home and good luck for a s uccessful future to all those who
have been "mustered out." Following are the 138 happy civilians, as of October 15th:
Arnold A. Aaron
Irwin Adler
Herbert M. Altman
Robert Amster
Leonard G. Apfel
Meyer' J. Aaronson
Leonard F. Auerbach
Joseph Babin
Stanley Bassett
Alfred Baum
Harold M. Becker
Alvin, H. Belinow
Sanford H. Benjamin
David M. Berk
George R. Bernon
Robert T. Blywise
Harold J. Brudno
Leonard J. Brudno
Dave Brunswick
Joseph M. Budin
Sidney L. Cohen
Earl Cornsweet
, Carl Davis
Robert' I. Edll
---Alan H. Englander
Yale J. Faeges
Robert Feiner
Robert P. Feder
Lloyd' Felder
Alfred FIshel
Milton I. Friedman
John E. Frisch
Merle L. Fromson
Bruce D. Goldman
Maurice Goldman
Norman L. Goldman
Mimi Goldstein
Ben Golomb
Arthur L. Goodman
Maxine Goodman
Russell Goodman
Marc E. Graves
Donald H. Gre,e n
Edward Green
Richard M. Greenwald

Herbert A. Grodin
Wilbur A. Grodin
Leo Grossman
Robert L. Grossman
Allen Gruener
Julius L. Hart
Sidney B. Heiner
Seymour N. Heller
Stanford Hirsch
Walter Hodes
Lloyd Hollander
Jay Jacobi
James Kane
Martin A. Karp
Victor L. Karp
Stanley Kepner
Richard H. Kichler,
Robert I. Kohn
Irvin S. Korach
Myron S. Korach
Rosalind L. Korach
Milton Kramer
Herman A. Kreinberg
Al Kronheim----,
Robert Kronheim
Bernard Kurlander '
Jonas Kurlander
Arnold Lakritz
Irving S. Lamm
Jerome J. Lamm
Robert Landau
Bernard M. Leeb
Leo~ard Lees
Bernard Lev
Alfred D. Levine
Bert Levitt
Milton S. Levy
Bernard R. Marks
Robert L. Mattlin
Milton L. Mendelsohn
Alan M. Miller
Herbert I. Miller
Richard M. Miller
Alan Mittleman
Allen R. Newman

.Victory cannot be bought with any
amount of money, /;!owever Jarge; victory is achieved by the blood of soldiers,
the sweat of working men and women,
and the sacrifices of all people-Franklin D. Roosevelt.,
The new democracy will give us free-

Elmer S. Newman
Richard Newman
Alfred E. Noll
Sanford B. Noll
Carl Pasternak
Leonard M. Perlick
Alfred H. Pollak
James K. Printz, '
Lloyd S. Reich
Robert W. Richland
James Rigelhaupf
Howard F. Robbins
Melvin M. Rose
Leighton Rosenthal
Bernard D. Roth
Maurice Rothenberg
Louis Royce
Bernard Ruskin
Herbert Sacheroff
Morton Sand
,Howard J. Schoenfeld
Irwin L. Schulinan
Bertram Schwartz
- - -J;ouis A. Sctiwarhl- - Howard G. Seidman
Richard H. Shane
Jerome Shapiro
James M. Shulman
Harold L. Sicherman
Leonard Sicherman
A. L. Siegel
David Silbar
Lawrence J., Silver
David G. Skall
Herman Smith
Alfred I. Soltz
Harmon D'. Spanner.
Robert A. Starr
Willard P. Stotter
Howard Taussig
William Trau
Seymour Wechsler
Richard J. Weinstein
Edwin I. Weiss
Howard' Whitman
Irving G. Whitman

dom such as we have, never known, but
only if as individuals we perform our
duties with wiUing hearts. It will be an
adventure in sharing-sharing of duties
and responsibilities and sharing of the
joy th'af can come from the give-andtake' of human contaots and fruitful
daily living.-Henry A. Wallace.
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LABOR PARTY IS BLAMED FOR
STRIFE IN PALESTINE
If the British Labor party would cease
injecting intrigue and fanaticism into
the Near East there would be no armed
eruption between the Jews and Arabs in
Palestine, Rabbi Barnett R. Brickner asserted in his sermon last Friday night.
Palestine today is a war front although no open declaration has-or wiJI
be-made, he said. Because the British ·
Labor party, while showin,g it.self mildly radical on the home front, is as Tory
as possible in its foreign policy, it fears
to take any step which might change
the British hold on her colonies, he
added.
"Atlee once advocated the Arabs be
moved out of Palestine to restore it to
the Jews," Rabbi Brickner said. "How
they dread any change in the status
quo of British colonies for fear a change
in their empire policy may throw 20,000,000 British laborites out of work."
No 'Future for -Many
At present there are one and a half
million Jews left in Europe. There is no
future for these where they now exist.
Only about half of these are strong
enough or young enough to try to find a
new place to live, Rabbi Brickner pointed out. He called the suggestions made
by some American leaders to apportion
these Jews to the United States, Can- ada, Australia and a few other larger
countries as "surprisingly infantile."
"Y ou can't cart these humans 011 like
rationed potatoes or cabbages," the rabbi said. "And Palestine is home to them
by every symbol of designation."
Rabbi Brickner cacHed the Arab Federation a British work of intrigue. The
Arabs, he said, are a completely heterogenious race with nothing in common
beh.een the Trans-Jordan Arab and the '
cultured Cairo resident. They would never want or be able to organize a league
of Arabs.
There is no foundation for the fanatical fe.a r being bred among the Arabs
that if the Jews are permitted to enter

Palestine, the Arabs' present numerical
majority will be wiped out, he continued.
" It's- not a question of millions of
Jews pouring into Palestine," Rabbi
Brickner said. "At the most there will
be three-quarters of a million added to
the 600,000 Jews who no\v live there.
"Nor · is it a matter of the Jews demanding a Jewish sovereign state. It is
a Jewish commonwealth that may in
time-once the economic absorption is
made possible-give the Jews the same
kind of autonomy the world is likely to
confer on other small peoples," he said.
What happens to the Jews in Palestine may well be the barometer predicting what will happen to peace in the
world, he said. And because peace in the
world is our problem as much or more
than any other nation's, the United
States cannot ignore ' it.
If President Truman, his c~bjnet
members and Congress would take a
definite stand on what is needed in Palestin~a'lfd- mean it- there wou1d be no
delay in solving the problem -of Palestine, Rabbi Brickner asserted. As. it is,
the Palestine Jews mean to fight it out
with the British. Thousands of Jewish
youth are trained and armed, prepared
to protect themselves against lawless ·
elements in the country.
The Jews may, he concluded, refuse
to co-operate in continuing to pay 70
per cent of the taxes collected in the
Palestine area if they are _ forc~d by
desperation into aggressiveness.
-The Cleveland Plain Dealer.
THANK YOU HOSTESSES who ser.ved
at the Friday night Oneg Shabbat on ·
October 12. Mesdames Robert Wittenberg, David Copeland, Harriet Friedman, Herbel1t Rosenblatt, Walter Kauf- .
man, Edwin Thalman, Morris Winograd,
Stephen Kraus, Emil Elder, Mark Mirsky, R. R. Miller, Julius Matz; Henry
Frankel, Eugene Breuer, Morris Keller,
Edwin Schanfarber anl;l James Miller.

